
Our goal was to replace expensive and 
complex bench tools with simpler versions 
that psychologists could use to virtualise a 
human and therefore benchmark general 
cognitive psychology paradigms in-situ.

Self-validating presentation and response timing in cognitive 
paradigms

Wundt-style tachistoscope
Description: This is a device 
designed to present a visual stimulus 
for a very short adjustable exposure 
time by using a gravity operated 
falling shutter. The onset of the drop 
(fall) of the shutter is controlled 
by solenoids. (Expanded caption 
Copyright 1998, Edward J. Haupt)
Source: Zimmermann, E. (1903). 
XVIII. Preis- Liste über psycholo-
gische und physiologische Ap-
parate (p. 11). Leipzig.  See http:
//picard.montclair.edu/psychology/
museum/

A simple paradigm was constructed in E-Prime where the 
LPT port pins were set high for 100ms, then a image was 
displayed for 100ms followed by a 100ms black screen.  
The script was calibrated to ensure that the image was dis-
played for exactly 100ms using a standard CRT at 100Hz.  
We then proceeded to benchmark display performance 
with a Digital Oscilloscope.  We systematically varied the 
type of display device, the interface and the screen size.

Subjects task to press left or right but-
ton when responding to either a left or 
right star or left or right tone.  Stars to 
tone were either: Concurrent (0ms lag),  
50ms lag or 100ms lag.

Assessed presentation onset and dura-
tion accuracy, synchrony between tones 
and visual stimuli, tone duration and 
the accuracy of response registration.

Developing specialised equipment for psychology applications

The effect of response device on timing

Interfaces to enable human virtualisation 

The effect of display technology on presentation timing

Benchmarking experiment generators on simple SR paradigms

Validating a cross-modal priming study

With the proliferation of commercial experiment generators and custom software within cognitive psychol-
ogy many have assumed that issues regarding millisecond timing have been largely solved.  However through 
empirical investigation of a variety of active researcher’s paradigms we have discovered numerous sources of 
timing error.  These range from poor scripting practices, incorrect timing specifications through to hardware 
variability.  In order to accomplish this we have developed a low-cost portable device and associated software 
that enables researchers to benchmark most computer-based paradigms in-situ and without modification.  This 
gives them the opportunity to correct any timing errors, to increase replicability and reduce variability.  For 
example, this can be accomplished by altering onset times for stimuli or post-hoc statistical manipulation for 
response data.  In this poster we outline the features of the device and accompanying software suite, stress the 
importance of such independent validation and highlight the main areas subject to error.

Our methodology is markedly different from previous studies in 
the respect that we have tested a range of mice both of the same 
make and model and across different manufacturers.  All currently 
available interface types have been tested.  We have taken a two-
step step approach to testing.  Firstly we bench tested each mouse 
independently of Windows at the hardware level using a signal 
generator and oscilloscope.  Secondly we re-tested the same mice 

again using a standard Windows based experiment generator (E-Prime) running a simple reaction 
time paradigm.

Many researchers have assumed using 
standard Windows devices would add a 
disproportionate amount to the response 
time error over and above that contributed 
by the response device hardware.  

Response time errors are almost exactly 
accounted for by the response device 
and not by Windows or, in this case, by 
E-Prime.

Fibre optic leads enable up 
to eight screen areas to be 
monitored

In-line VGA cable refresh 
signal detector

Eight switch closure 
interfaces

Four powered microphones 
- adjustable trigger threshold

Ribbon cable allowing 
full control of up to eight 
keys

Four powered tone 
generators - amplitude 
and pitch adjustable

Found that there can be a systematic conditional bias 
in response times when using PsyScope on a Mac even 
with an external button box.  In trials where audio was 
involved there was a response delay of up to 20ms.

We originally benchmarked experiment generators on simple 
component level tests using “idealised” hardware.  Factors such 
as stimulus size and response device were systematically var-
ied.   Most experiment generators were good on simple tasks.  
However in the real world we found that researchers could not 
achieve identical results with their own paradigms.

Using National Instruments DAQ and Counter 
Timer cards we developed a generic test rig that 
was sub-millisecond accurate in both detecting 
and responding to events.  To all intents the para-
digm being benchmarked would operate as if a hu-
man had made the responses.  To check accuracy 
we compared our timings with those recorded by 
the paradigm under test.

TFT’s are not equivalent to CRT monitors and data 
projectors are worse still.
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